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Having seen an increase in lithium batteries found in the landfill and an increased concern for potential 
fires from those batteries, the Cedar Rapids Linn County Solid Waste Agency partnered with NewBoCo 
to offer 2 opportunities for area students to attend week long camps focused on e-waste, technology 
recycling, technology repair, and the recycling process including the conditions in international 
facilities.  Students were given tools and knowledge while being guided through multiple electronics 
tear downs and repairs.  Students created binders with information from the average weight of different 
materials in different electronics to in-depth articles describing how different devices function.  Each 
camp was a 5-day, three hours per day, camp led by Agency Director of Education, Jason Evans and 
hosted by NewBoCo in Cedar Rapids.  Skills learned by students included, non-destructive teardown, 
basic component identification, basic repair, basic soldering, and safe handling of electronic devices.  
Knowledge gained included history of different electronics devices, planned-obsolescence, challenges of 
repair/miniaturization, proprietarily sealed devices, conditions in American, African, and Asian e-waste 
recycling facilities, elements mined for most electronics manufacturing, and what materials are 
recoverable in each electronic device. 



 
All the devices that were de-manufactured during these camps were submitted to Midwest Electronics 
for recycling and no additional waste was generated.  A brief description of the camps follows. 
 
Day 1: Movie Day 
Students were shown a couple of short films covering the electronics lobbyists, planned obsolescence, 
and virtual tours of American, African (Ghana), and Asian (Guiyu) facilities.  After discussing the films, 
students were acquainted with their tools and given a VHS tape to take apart.  Every time students began 
a teardown they were reminded that the goal was to remove all components for recovery without 
damaging the device.  A VHS tape is about as easy as it comes for an introduction into non-destructive 
teardowns.  Students also recorded material weights once the item was completely disassembled.  For 
the VHS tape it was concluded that they contain an average of just over 100g of recyclable plastic, 6g of 
recyclable metals, and 800 feet of non-recyclable (4g) magnetic film or tape. 
 
From there the students were tasked with taking a VCR apart in the same non-destructive manner.  After 
taking the device apart, recoverable materials were again recorded and the device was to be reassembled 
to a working state.  The students worked in small groups for this project.  1790g of recyclable metals 
were removed from the VCR along with 690g of recyclable plastics.  Metals including copper, silver, 
gold, aluminum and steel were discussed and identified, although the individual weights of those metals 
could not be determined because of multi-metal items that could not be safely separated.  We chose a 
VCR to work on as a group and reassembled the device.  It was able to load and spool up a VHS cassette 
and the students learned about repair and re-assembly while gaining basic skills with the tools provided. 
 
Day 2: Computer Day 
Students were provided with a desktop computer after viewing a gold recovery video and learning about 
the components in computers that would likely contain gold.  Each student de-manufactured a desktop 
computer as far as possible.  Only soldered parts remained attached to other parts.  Hard disks, cd/dvd 
drives, and power supplies were further de-manufactured after removing from the tower.  The teardown 
of these desktop computers provided insight into the significant amount of earth’s resources put into 
manufacturing a PC.  Students honed tool skills as the device was more complex than the VCRs from 
the day before.  It was concluded that the PC’s contained more than 7000g of steel and aluminum parts, 
96g of gold containing parts, 724g of copper and silver containing parts, and an average of nearly 800g 
of plastic parts.  Students were then given the opportunity to de-solder a couple items from the 
motherboards to learn the process of soldering and understand the lead that is present in the electronic 
devices as well and its safe handling. 
 
After completing the desktop teardowns, the students were individually provided a laptop for further 
study.  With the tool skills and knowledge gained up to this point in the camp, the students were able to 
begin a teardown on the laptop with minimal help from the instructor.  Similar items were found in the 
laptops, albeit miniaturized from what was experienced in the desktop units.  Students learned that the 
difficulty in opening and accessing electronics was increasing as the devices provided became more 
modern.  They were also beginning to notice parts that were glued in and extremely difficult to remove 
without damage.  Students learned what parts completed what tasks inside the laptop as well as had the 



opportunity to attempt to reassemble their laptops.  Students learned that while using fewer raw 
materials, laptops were significantly more difficult to repair due to accessibility. 
 
Day 3: Tour Day 
On the third day of the program students visited the Cedar Rapids Linn County Solid Waste Agency’s 
Marion site.  There they toured the facilities including the Education Center, the landfill, the monarch 
program, the Resource Recovery building (RRB), and the landfill gas to energy engine.  They learned 
about our e-waste program and viewed the e-waste acceptance procedure first hand while in the RRB.  
The students assisted with accepting electronics and learned about the cost share setup with Midwest 
Electronics Recovery as well as the true cost of e-waste recycling.  They studied the hazards of 
landfilling e-waste from toxins being released to fire’s from batteries to lost resources.  Students were 
able to explore the scrap metal pile as well as the appliance pile to correlate the materials collected for 
recycling in those programs to the materials collected from electronic waste.  Students also saw and 
safely held liquid mercury in the Household Hazardous Materials room while discussing the toxic, 
poison, and heavy metal nature of the element commonly found in older electronics. 
 
Day 4: Mobile Day 
This was the most challenging day for all the students.  Tearing down a cell phone or tablet is extremely 
difficult without damaging the device beyond repair.  Most students were able to put the week’s skills 
and knowledge to work and removed the screen without damage; however, a few did shatter the screens 
trying to gain access to the device.  Students learned the challenges of today’s devices and how they 
seem to have been planned to work and exist for a set amount of time.  It was determined that after a 
battery failure in modern smart phones, the phone could not be repaired by a novice or even moderately 
experienced owner.  With most lithium batteries handling 1,000 or so charge cycles, this amounts to an 
average of 2 years usage before the battery isn’t performing to its potential.  Upon seeing the glued in 
screens, glued in batteries, fragile ribbon connectors and the unfeasibility of repair, students began to 
understand the importance of recycling these devices only after they extended their useful life as much 
as possible.  They also learned to look at different devices for reparability before selecting a purchase.  
www.ifixit.com was used as a resource to gather reparability information for Mobile Day.  No phones or 
tablets were successfully put back together after teardown further strengthening the lesson. 
 
Day 5: Project Day 
Parents were permitted to visit this day and learn what their kids have been working on as well as view 
the devices in their de-manufactured state.  Students were able to educate their families as well as 
complete an art project from the parts available.  Some projects included rewiring computer fans into 
personal fans for summer use, re-wiring LEDs to provide light without the computer or device present, 
and other artistic interpretations of the materials gathered.  Projects were able to go home with the 
families and the remaining time left was spent disassembling “free choice” devices that were left over.  
These included RC cars, wireless routers, power tools, scanners, and monitors. 
 
This program was a wild success in educating area youth about the concerns of e-waste on the 
environment, the cost of recycling, the reclaimable materials in electronics, the conditions of processing 
facilities worldwide, and the reparability of modern devices.   
 

http://www.ifixit.com/


News coverage from channel 02 aired a piece on the event at two separate times.  They included 
interviews with the instructor, the students, and spots of the kids working on the devices.  The spots 
were approximately 2:30 in length and can be viewed at the link below.  It focused on the importance of 
lithium battery recycling and e-waste recovery. 
 
https://cbs2iowa.com/news/local/corridor-kids-take-apart-electronic-devices-to-fight-back-against-
environmental-waste  

https://cbs2iowa.com/news/local/corridor-kids-take-apart-electronic-devices-to-fight-back-against-environmental-waste
https://cbs2iowa.com/news/local/corridor-kids-take-apart-electronic-devices-to-fight-back-against-environmental-waste


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 


